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	Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Flash Professional CS5 choose Adobe Flash Professional CS5 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 10 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Flash CS5.

	

	Readers learn what they need to know to create engaging interactive content with Flash CS5. In addition to learning the key elements of the Flash interface, including panels, timelines, and frames, readers learn how to work with graphics, create and edit symbols, modify text, add interactivity with ActionScript 3.0, and incorporate animation and sound into their projects. They also learn how to prepare and export their finished projects for publishing. This completely revised CS5 edition covers the new text engine, Deco drawing tools, Spring feature for inverse kinematics, video enhancements, and more.

	

	The companion DVD includes lesson files so readers can work along with the book, as well as 2 hours of video tutorials from 'Learn Adobe Flash Professional CS5 by Video' from video2brain and Adobe Press.

	

	“The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” —Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training

	

	Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book or training program does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts.
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How to Become an Exceptional DBA, 2nd EditionRed gate, 2009

	I have worked with database applications for most of my career, and have been a SQL Server DBA for the last thirteen years. I started with the computer industry in 1981, the year the first IBM Personal Computer, running DOS 1.0, was released. In fact, I owned one of the first models off the production line.


	My first exposure to a...
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MCSA/MCSE Exam 70-292 Study Guide and DVD Training System: Managing and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 EnvironmentSyngress Publishing, 2003
All of Microsoft’s published objectives for the MCSA/MCSE
70-292 Exam are covered in this book. To help you
easily find the sections that directly support particular
objectives, we’ve listed all of the exam objectives
below, and mapped them to the Chapter
number in which they are covered. We’ve also...
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Windows Graphics Programming Win32 GDI and DirectDraw®Prentice Hall, 2001
To deliver high-performance Windows applications, you need an in-depth  understanding of the Win32 GDI and DirectDraw-but until now, it’s been virtually  impossible to discover what’s going on "behind" Microsoft’s API calls. This book  rips away the veil, giving experienced Windows programmers all the...
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Unconventional Computation: 7th International Conference, UC 2008, Vienna, Austria, August 25-28, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Unconventional Computation, UC 2008, held in Vienna, Austria, in August 2008.
The 16 revised full papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. The papers are devoted to all aspects of...
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Dreamweaver 8 Design and Construction (O'Reilly Digital Studio)O'Reilly, 2006
You're a beginner who wants to design a state-of-the-art family web site. You've just started a new job, and you need to learn Dreamweaver fast. Or maybe you're a professional who's been using another program but is now switching to Macromedia's leading web design tool. Learning Dreamweaver 8 gets you up to speed, quickly and...
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LibGDX Game Development By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to create your very own game using the libGDX cross-platform framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the core features of libGDX to develop your own exciting games
	
		Explore game development concepts through example projects
	
		Target games for major app stores quickly and...
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